This paper proposes a circuit model for lossy multiconductor transmission lines (MTL's) suitable for implementation in modern SPICE simulators, as well as in any simulator supporting differential operators. The model includes the effects of a uniform or nonuniform disturbing field illuminating the line and is especially devised for the transient simulation of electrically long wideband interconnects with frequency dependent per-unitlength parameters. The MTL is characterized by its transient matched scattering responses, which are computed including both dc and skin losses by means of a specific algorithm for the inversion of the Laplace Transform. The line characteristics are then represented in terms of differential operators and ideal delays to improve the numerical efficiency and to simplify the coding of the model in existing simulators. The model can be successfully applied to many kinds of interconnects ranging from micrometric high-resistivity metallizations to low-loss PCB's and cables, and can be considered a practical extension of the widely appreciated lossless MTL SPICE model, of which maintains the simplicity and efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION
IGH speed requirements in modern technology of analog H and digital circuits have greatly emphasized the importance of signal integrity and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems in electronic devices and systems.
Thus, the analysis of the influence of both the external electromagnetic fields and the parasitic phenomena on signal propagation along interconnecting networks is now a major design issue at any level of circuit integration.
This, in turn, calls for accurate and fast techniques of interconnect modeling which must be suitable for time domain simulations, in order to cope with the strong nonlinearities that usually affect the end loads.
Moreover, losses and skin effect have to be taken into account since they are now a relevant issue in many applications, and the distributed effects of the electromagnetic field to line coupling should be included in order to assess the influence of both distant and nearby electromagnetic interference (EMI) sources on the overall system performance.
Finally, the possibility of an easy implementation in standard circuit analysis programs, both at macromodel (subcircuit) and at primitive (C-code) level, should be fulfilled so that designers could find the interconnects models in the simulation environment they usually employ, where a variety of linear and Manuscript received May 24, 1995; revised February 5, 1996 .. I. Maio and F. G nonlinear circuit elements and several device model libraries are already available.
In the past few years, a great deal of work has been done to address the problem of modeling the interconnecting networks by regarding them as multiconductor transmission lines. Comparisons to full wave numerical approaches and to experimental results have pointed out the validity and the effectiveness of the "transmission line" model for a large number of practical configurations [l]. [7] ) where taken into account.
SPICE models for MTL's illuminated by an external field have been developed too: The plane wave coupling to lossless homogeneous MTL's was considered in [8]; a model for plane wave interference on lossless non homogeneous MTL's was devised in [9]; the case of a nonuniform field illuminating a lossless homogeneous MTL was also presented in [lo] . In all these formulations, the distributed nature of the field-toline coupling is rigorously taken into account. The effect of the disturbing field is accounted for by lumped equivalent generators.
The inclusion of losses in the simulation of illuminated MTL' s, possibly within a standard simulation environment like SPICE, is evidently important, as also recognized in the conclusion of [9]. In this paper, we accomplish this task by generalizing a SPICE model for lossy MTL's with source terms equivalent to the (uniform or nonuniform) field illuminating the interconnect. The model describes a single MTL and is devised for electrically long interconnects &e., with a relevant time-delay) with wide bandwidth (Le., low losses) and, possibly, frequency dependent per-unit-length (p.u.1.) internal impedance. Such interconnects are the most critical ones for both signal integrity and susceptibility to external fields, and they must be effectively handled by any model taking into account the effects of disturbing fields. On the other hand, the time-domain characterization of these interconnects is particularly difficult and requires a specific approach, for their responses have stiff behaviors [ll] .
In order to handle effectively this kind of interconnects, the MTL is characterized by the matched scattering parameters, which have a simple time evolution, yield simple expression of external field equivalent sources, and lead to the generalized equivalent circuit of Branin type [12] . The time evolution of 0018-9375/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE the scattering parameters are computed by a suitable algorithm for the inversion of Laplace transform [13] , which offers error control and performs well also for low-loss interconnects with frequency dependent p.u.1. parameters. Finally, to facilitate the SPICE implementation of the model and to improve the numerical efficiency of simulations, we represent the scattering time characteristics by ideal time delays and differential operators. We generate the differential characteristics following the time-domain fitting approach of [14] , which, although less used than the frequency-domain approach, offers interesting advantages for the problem at hand.
In fact, the time-domain fitting approach, combined with the numerical inversion of the Laplace Transform, allows to treat frequency dependent p.u.1. parameters without any specific care. It yields the result in the pole-residue form and, though less efficient than other fitting methods, copes very well with the stiffness of the transient scattering responses of lowloss lines, leading to a practical approximation of relatively low order. Besides, in the time-domain fitting approach, the influence of the error of the MTL Characteristics on the transient simulation is easier to estimate, allowing a direct tradeoff between the order of the differential characteristics (Le., their numerical cost) and the accuracy required.
In dealing with differential models of MTL's, it is interesting to note that the proposed model is devoted to electrically long lines and in no way can represent more than a MTL as a single linear multiport. When the time delays of interconnects are not so relevant, the asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) method [15] is the most effective to generate the differential characteristics of linear circuits containing MTL's; besides, it can represent networks containing several MTL's as a single multiport. However, when the time delay of an interconnect becomes relevant, accuracy requirements impose the extraction of its time delay and its modeling as a single linear element (see Section 5.6 of [15] ). In this case, the AWE approach can still be applied to obtain the differential characteristics of the single MTL (e.g., [16] , [23] ), but the time-domain approach adopted here can be considered an interesting alternative.
In Section 11, we review the transient scattering equation of terminated MTL's, leading to the well known generalized Branin's equivalent circuit, and complete them with field coupling equivalent sources. The evaluation and differential representation of the MTL characteristics is discussed in Section I11 and, finally, examples of field coupling and crosstalk simulations for a realistic multiconductor interconnect are given in Section IV.
TRANSIENT SCATTERING EQUATIONS OF THE ILLUMINATED MTL
The problem considered in this paper is defined in Fig. 1 , where a terminated multiconductor interconnect illuminated by an external field is represented. In Fig. 1 , vpq and i , ,
(p = 1, 2 and q = 1, . . . , N throughout the paper) represent the voltages and currents at the MTL ends, respectively, whereas the excitation is provided by the sources included into the termination networks (linear or nonlinear) and by the impinging field Z(t, F ) .
In the analysis of MTL problems, it is convenient to arrange variables in vector form. For the problem of Fig. 1 , the vector variables are obtained by collecting the scalar quantities of the same type defined in the same transverse section on the (1) where A = diag{Ak} is the matrix collecting the modal wavenumbers Ak ; Y is the line characteristic admittance,
A detailed justification of the results summarized above can be found, with slightly different notations, in [12] .
In order to obtain an effective transient formulation of the problem, we describe the MTL response in terms of matched current wave variables, defined by
(2)
The line characteristics relating the wave variables have a simple transient evolution and yield simple field coupling equivalent sources (see . In particular, we resort to current wave variables because they are defined for s = 0 also for RLC MTL's [it is easy to show that, for RLC MTL's, Y(0) = 01. This implies that our formulation is suitable also for predicting the dc steady state of the RLC lines which constitute an important class of interconnects. The line equations for the current waves are where E ( s ) is the spectrum of the interfering signal, A0 = ( s / q , ) f i i is the wavenumber of the plane wave in the z direction (fi, i are wave propagation and x-direction unit vectors, respectively, u0 is the speed of light in the dielectric medium), and G(s) is a vector of transfer functions [21] .
where L is the line length, H is the matched transmission matrix for current waves [17], i.e., H(z) = Mi(s) diag {exp (-hkz))M;'(~) ( z is the coordinate along the line, originating at end no. I), and Bfp are the equivalent current wave sources accounting for the disturbing field. The equivalent sources are given by [17]
B. SPICE Equivalent Circuit
The MTL description is completed by the equations converting current wave variables into voltages and currents, and vice versa I, =YV, -2B,,
These equations, along with (3) or (5) voltage and shunt-current generators induced along the line conductors by the external field. The existence and the expressions of these generators depend on the field coupling formulation adopted: they are both present in case of a "balanced" formulation [ 181, while the current source is absent in case of the "electric field" formulation [19] , and the voltage source is omitted by the "magnetic field" formulation [20]. Compensation lumped series-voltage (shunt-current) generators must also be connected at the line ends in the case of electric (magnetic) field formulation.
In this formulation, no assumptions are made about the exciting field, which can be nonuniform. Such a case is handled by deriving the values of the field in a suitable number of points distributed along the relevant integration paths from the assumed knowledge of the field in the space surrounding the line. A piecewise linear interpolation of the field along the line is then adopted to avoid numerical integration, and has proven to be a good tradeoff between precision and simplicity of implementation [ 101.
A. Plane Wave Impinging Field
In the important case of a plane wave interfering field, the spatial integration of the field-coupling sources (4) can be carried out analytically. For the "electric field" formulation 
MTL TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS
The most effective representation of the line characteristics for the integration of the circuit transient equations is the one that uses differential operators. They offer high numerical efficiency and, even more important for an implementation as macromodels, they are directly accepted in the form of differential blocks or rational transfer functions by several members of the family of SPICE simulators. Of course, to exploit the numerical efficiency of differential characteristics, the simulator must compute the transient response of the differential blocks by difference equations and not by numerical convolutions.
Many methods and different network parameters, including the scattering operators H and Y , have been considered to generate differential characteristics for MTL's. For example, circuit equivalents of simplified H ( j w ) and Y ( j w ) preferable. Unfortunately, no general results are available for the diagonalization of lossy MTL's with frequency dependent parameters, which means that the properties of m,, h,, and y m functions are rather unknown and a complete classification of structures for which the time fitting is possible and practical can hardly be done. The simplest way is to experiment with significant examples representing the class of structures of interest. For example, we obtained satisfactory fittings of m,, h,, and ym for a coaxial cable over a metallic plane, which characteristics were used in [5], frequency-domain fitting of characteristics with rational functions by optimization methods and by Pad6 approximations were considered in 161, 1161, and 1231, respectively, whereas time-domain fitting of MTL responses with sums of exponential functions was proposed in [14] .
Some of these methods were applied also to MTL's with frequency dependent p.u.1. parameters [7] , [24] , 1251, which is particularly important for the modeling of wideband interconnects of macroscopic size. In fact, the time response of these structures is dominated by skin losses 1111 and cannot be correctly described without considering the frequency dependence of the p.u.1. internal impedance.
In this paper, we explore the time-domain method of 1141 in combination with the numerical inversion of the Laplace Transformation to generate the differential characteristics of MTL with frequency dependent p.u.1. parameters. To the author's knowledge, the time-domain fitting method has received less attention than others, probably owing to the difficulty and y m = L-'[Y,] also in the difficult case of low-loss &e., wideband) and frequency dependent p.u.1. parameters. Hence, it becomes interesting to fit these responses with sums of exponential functions.
When the differential representation of the line characteristics is used, the modal formulation of Section 11-B is more efficient and, therefore, the fitting of m,, h,, and y m is is a problem with a nearly antidiagonal R(s) model.
An important class of lossy MTL's, for which the time fitting approach is successful, is composed by the structures with weakly inhomogeneous dielectric and nearly diagonal R(s) matrices (e.g., planar multistrip structures, wire tapes, and bundles in air). For low losses, the frequency dependence and ymk can be successfully fitted with sums of exponential functions because they have a simple evolution and are independent, as they are a solution of a diagonal problem. We carry out the fitting with the following procedure. We select the minimum and maximum time values of interest, T, , , and T, , , , respectively. Time T, , , is set by the bandwidth of the driving signals and of the lumped loads, and TmaX is the duration of the simulation. Then In order to automatically satisfy this condition and to deal with functions with a smaller dynamic range, it is preferable to fit the step response functions J;k hmk dt' and Y m k dt', where T k = lims+m AkL/s is the time delay of mode k. The needed reference step responses are still computed by the numerical inversion of the Laplace Transform by simply adding the factor 1/s to the frequency characteristics. The fitting of the step responses is then carried out by the least square method varying both the coefficients and the natural frequencies of the exponential functions. As an example of the above-mentioned procedure, Fig. 3 shows a typical transmission impulse response h m k , compared with two exponential approximations of different order. Logarithmic scales are used for both the function value and the time scale, in order to show both the fast-rising initial peak due to skin losses and the long slower tail controlled by dc losses.
The characterization procedure adopted has interesting advantages for the class of interconnects considered. Although the nonlinear fitting of functions with exponential sums is less efficient than other fitting approaches, it appears fairly adequate to cope with the stiff behavior (fast initial part and slow long-time evolution) of the responses of lossy wideband interconnects [l 11. In practice, good approximations of h,k functions over three or four time decades can be obtained by three to six natural frequencies, which allow the fitting of a response in a few seconds of computation. Besides, timedomain fitting is easier than the frequency-domain one, and the error affecting the transient simulation can be directly appreciated, allowing tradeoffs between the needed accuracy and the order (i.e., numerical cost) of the differential representations generated. Finally, the approximation with exponential functions yields the result in pole-residue form, which means that the differential operator is represented by a parallel combination of first or second order differential operators, and is particularly suited for numerical integration. Often, a simple circuit synthesis of the differential representation generated in this way is also possible, allowing to exploit the efficiency of the differential characteristics for those SPICE simulators that handle rational blocks by numerical convolution.
IV. APPLICATION
In this section, we concentrate on the SPICE transient simulation of the interference effects in a realistic low-loss nonlinearly loaded interconnect. The aim of the example is to show how a typical, EMC simulation problem fits in the simplified description of the previous section and how possible errors arising from lossless models can be avoided at very little additional cost with our approach.
A. Circuit and MTL Structure
The circuit of this example is described in Fig. 4, where an asymmetric three-land PCB, driven and loaded by ECL gates, is exposed to an impinging plane wave with a biexponential time envelope, whose expression is where r' is the position vector for the reference frame of Fig. 4, A, is a dimensional constant related to the electric field strength, and tl, t 2 are time constants. The reference conductor (ideal) of the MTL coincides with the (9, z ) plane and the three lands (of widths w,, and of thickness d) lie along the z axis at (zo, y,), where zo is the thickness of the dielectric substrate (see Fig. 4 and the parameter values of Table I ).
The ECL gates are modeled with the nonlinear simplified models described in [26], which can be readily replaced by more accurate models of commercial devices by the final user.
The transfer functions G for the distributed voltage generators (6) are obtained from the primary electric field (incident plus reflected) in the stratified dielectric medium i.e., G, = 2 sin ($) cos (e)zo 1 + yq sin ($) sin (e) -
(12)
where the electric field is assumed to be contained in the (y, z ) plane, and the approximations allowed by the condition of a slowly varying disturbing field (Le., tl, 2 >> zo/vo, y,/vo) are also exploited.
The MTL is assumed of RLC type. The resistance matrix is written in the form R(s) = diag { R q } and its elements are approximated as in 1271 Le.,
where Rdc, , and Ro, qfi are the p a l . dc and high-frequency skin effect resistances 1281 of the qth copper strip, respectively. This resistance model is one of the simplest available for rectangular conductors, yet is fairly adequate for the considered example, because in the simulation interval considered the line impulse responses are mainly determined by skin losses.
A, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY, VOL. 38, NO. 3, AUGUST 1996 -103 V/m (b) Fig. 4 . Scheme of the application developed in Section IV: (a) the structure of the MTL and its geometrical reference frame used to describe the impinging field (parameter values are in Table I) , and (b) the MTL connected to ECL gates and their pull-down networks.
B. Transient Characteristics
Some of the time characteristics computed by numerical inverse Laplace transformation for the structure of this example are shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, Fig. 5 shows rq3 = J ylaq3dtr. From the physical point of view, the rq3 (wq3) functions are the current responses of the matched line at end no. 2 (no. 1) to a step current wave injected at end no. 1 of conductor no. 3. In order to show the step response evolutions over a long time interval Fig. 5 has logarithmic time scales, and the time scale for rq3 and raq3 originates at the delay of the fastest travelling mode. The two knees in r q 3 and raq3 correspond to the onset of the contributions of the two slower modes, whereas the unphysical segmentation of the initial part of these curves comes from the poor sampling adopted at subpicosecond times (which are irrelevant for this analysis). As expected, the approximate responses deduced from constant modal profiles are barely distinguishable from the exact ones up to large time values, and this justifies the use of the simplified model of Section 111.
The comparison of the three modal step responses highlights the different behavior of the three modes. The fastest travelling mode has an odd structure and experiences the highest losses (slow growth), whereas the other two modes have an even structure and experience lesser losses. As a result, even in a structure with p.u.1. resistance as low as in this example, some mode can experience considerable losses, possibly leading to unexpected degradations of the bus signals.
The modal admittances and transmission responses have a fairly smooth evolution, allowing us to obtain good exponential fittings over the time interval [lo ps, 50 ns] with two real natural frequencies for the admittances and four real natural frequencies for the transmission responses.
The transient evolution of field coupling equivalent sources is obtained by inverse transformation of (6). Owing to the small distortion effect of the overall transfer function for the input spectrum E , the transient equivalent sources are simply slightly distorted replicas of the impinging biexponential [ 171.
C. Numerical Results
The far end voltages obtained by our model for the structure of Fig. 4(a) with perfectly matched terminations and an ideal step voltage applied to end no. 1 of land no. 3 are shown in Fig. 6 , along with the responses computed by the lossless SPICE model and the reference transmission step responses used to obtain the differential characteristics. It should be noted that the reference responses are different from those of Fig. 5(a) , because the latter are current waves transmission step responses. The accuracy of the approximate differential characteristics adopted, as well as the accuracy of their implementation in the SPICE model, is evidenced by the good agreement between the reference and the SPICE responses. The comparison with the lossless responses, on the other hand, shows how losses mainly affect the direct transmission along land no. 3. In fact, the relative contributions of the modes to ~3 3 , which can be appreciated from the steps of Fig. 5(a) , point out the dominance of the most lossy mode in the direct signal transmission along land no. 3.
An example of simulated far end signals for the complete circuit of Fig. 4(b) and for an HIGH logic pulse applied by the gate driving land no. 3 is shown in Fig. 7 . The pulse starts at t = 0.1 ns, lasts 1 ns and has typical rise and fall times of 100 ps; no external field is applied. The curves of Fig. 7 represent the received voltage waveforms w2* obtained by our model and by the SPICE lossless model. The widest difference between lossy and iossless simulations occurs in the waveform of 1123, which, in this example, is the response affected by the largest contribution of the most lossy mode [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Of course, the departure of the lossy curve 2123 from the lossless one grows with the order of the reflections, reminding the importance of the effects of even moderate losses in mismatched and in cascaded interconnects.
The numerical efficiency of our approach is supported by the short simulation times obtained, always comparable with Fig. 4(b) , when the inverter driving land no. 3 applies a HIGH logical pulse of 1 ns. Both the voltages wzq obtained with the SPICE lossless model and the proposed model are shown. A significant difference is obtained for the ~2 3 response, which, in the example developed, experiences the highest losses. The lossy 2123 curve is the one with the lowest level, and deviates from the lossless result as far as the order of the reflections grows.
those of the lossless model. For example, the curves of Fig. 7 require approximately 40 s for the lossy case and 30 s for the lossless case on a 486 PC @ 66 MHz. Besides, the lossy model shows stability properties even better than expected, offering troubleless runs also in those cases where the lossless model leads to integration problems.
The effects of the external disturbing field (whose parameters are given in Table I ) on the circuit of Fig. 4(b) can be appreciated from the time evolution of the end line voltages shown in Fig. 8 . In this case, the logic gates do not change state and the bus lines are kept at a voltage corresponding to the LOW logical state. The excitation of the three lands is almost the same, since the structure is narrow compared to the wavelengths of the impinging field. Also, the shape of the waveforms induced at the line ends can be easily interpreted in Fig. 8 . Transient far end voltages uzq obtained for the circuit of Fig. 4(b) when the biexponential plane wave field of Table I illuminates the MTL and the lands are in the LOW logical state. The interpretation of the waveforms is explained in the text. Fig. 7) and an impinging biexponential field (as in Fig. 8 ). In this case, the disturbing field causes a transmission error, since the received pulse does not reach the HIGH logical level. terms of the bfp and afP sources, which are slightly distorted replicas of the biexponential signal. For example, vzq has a decreasing edge due to b f z q , lasting up to the arrival of a f l n , which has nearly the same shape and opposite sign. The straight long time part of the near end noise is due to the clamping effects of the gate outputs characteristics, which show a small resistance for voltages lower than the LOW logical voltage.
Finally, Fig. 9 shows the simulation of the signal transmission considered in Fig. 7 in the presence of the disturbing field used to produce Fig. 8 . In this example, the extemal interference corrupts the pulse reaching the receiving end, causing a transmission error.
The simulations of Figs. 8 and 9 require approximately 30 and 50 s on a 486 PC @ 66 MHz, respectively. They demonstrate how realistic signal integrity .problems can be analyzed in their complete form, with little programming and at a computational cost that is affordable also for large structures.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a simple SPICE model for the transient and ac simulation of multiconductor interconnects, possibly illuminated by an extemal field. Besides exploiting all the advantages of the SPICE environment, the model makes effective use of the most efficient approach to the transient simulation of MTL' s. In this formulation, the line characteristics are expressed in terms of differential representations of its matched transient scattering parameters, which are computed by numerical Laplace inversion of the frequency characteristics, and take into account the frequency dependence of the p.u.1. parameters (possibly given in numerical form). For any simulation problem, the order of the line differential characteristics can be kept as low as desired, by representing only the parts of the impulse responses affecting the final result. Moreover, since the differential operator is accepted as a standard device by many present SPICE simulators, the line model based on differential characteristics can be easily implemented without any C-code programming.
As a result, the present approach allows the introduction of losses and dispersion in the SPICE analysis of circuits with "long" interconnects (possibly affected by field coupling) with little programming and inexpensive computations. Low-loss (wideband) and, of course, high-loss interconnects are handled in the proposed framework with the simplicity and the cost of the widely appreciated lossless MTL SPICE model.
